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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Pernicious polarization, autocratization and opposition
strategies
Murat Somera, Jennifer L. McCoyb and Russell E. Lukeb*

aKoç University, International Relations, Koç Üniversitesi, Rumelifeneri Yolu, Istanbul, Turkey;
bGeorgia State University, Political Science, Atlanta, GA, USA

ABSTRACT
“Pernicious polarization” – the division of society into mutually distrustful Us versus
Them camps in which political identity becomes a social identity – fosters
autocratization by incentivizing citizens and political actors alike to endorse non-
democratic action. An exploratory analysis of new V-Dem data on polarization indeed
shows the negative relationship between the level of political polarization and liberal
democracy ratings. How can pernicious polarization be avoided or reversed once
present? By drawing on an endogenous explanation of polarization, where the
decisions and actions of both opposition actors and incumbents contribute to its
evolution, we focus on the question of what democratic opposition actors can do to
stop or reverse pernicious polarization. Based on insights from examples across the
world and deductive theory-building, along with illustrative cases, we offer a
typology of potential opposition goals, strategies and tools, and then analyse how
these may affect polarization and in turn democratic quality at early and late stages.
We identify goals as either generative or preservative, and we argue that “active-
depolarizing” and “transformative-repolarizing” strategies are more promising than
“passive-depolarizing” and “reciprocal polarizing” strategies to improve a country’s
resilience to autocratizing pressures. The specific tools employed to pursue these
goals and strategies are also crucial, though the effectiveness of available institutional
accountability and mobilizational tools will change as the process of polarization
advances. The emerging literatıres on opposition strategies to democratize electoral
autocracies and to improve the resilience of democracies should incorporate their
impact on polarization as a critical intervening variable.
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Introduction

Severe polarization fosters “autocratization”,1 by which we mean the gradual erosion of
democratic quality in democracies and the democratic elements of electoral authoritar-
ian regimes. While temporary upsurges of polarization limited to politics may be part
and parcel of politics and may even help democratization, as argued by a large body of
research, “pernicious polarization” – the division of society into mutually distrustful
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Us versus Them camps in which political identity becomes a social identity – has nega-
tive consequences for democracies and for democratization in autocracies. A society
locked into pernicious polarization views politics to be in an exceptional state, in
which each side views the other political camp and their supporters as a threat to
the nation or their way of life and considers extraordinary and forceful policies as legit-
imate to defend its interests.2 Under such conditions, citizens and political actors alike
have incentives to endorse non-democratic actions to gain or keep power, and to
prevent or remove their opponents from power.3

The editors of this special issue define democratic resilience as the capacity of a democ-
racy to recover or preserve the “same or a similar level of democratic quality when facing
challenges” of illiberalism and authoritarianism. Similarly, democratic capacity could be
defined as the capacity of a democracy to improve its democratic quality and of an elec-
toral autocracy to adoptmore democratic features.We focus on the resilience of a democ-
racy to withstand, and the capacity of an electoral autocracy to overcome, one particular
challenge: sustained severe polarization. We argue that democratic resilience must
include capacities to prevent or reverse pernicious polarization that erodes democracies
and strengthens autocrats. We thus add a focus on this missing link to the emerging lit-
erature onopposition strategies during democratic erosion4 and on ending electoral auto-
cracies.5 Our contribution is the first to delineate the strategies open to opposition actors
to avoid reciprocating the harmful aspects of polarizing politics and instead to mobilize
voters around democracy-enhancing depolarizing or repolarizing strategies. Oppositions
include social movements as well as parties where intra-movement and intra-party poli-
tics can be fierce. Hence, opposition resilience comprises both the ability to choose the
right strategies and to cooperate around a common strategy.

The article first provides a theoretical overview of the autocratizing consequences of
polarization. We explain our conceptualization of polarization as a process and a con-
dition or state of pernicious polarization. We argue that the process of deepening
polarization is primarily driven by political actors deliberately employing polarizing
politics to achieve their aims. We thus offer an endogenous and agentic explanation
of polarization and autocratization, but we acknowledge that polarization can be facili-
tated by exogenous factors such as economic, institutional, and informational environ-
ments, preexisting social-political cleavages, and historical memory. A large-N
exploratory analysis supports our argument that the severity, i.e. level of polarization,
is mostly responsible for the negative consequences for democracy. This raises the
question of what pro-democratic opposition actors can do to prevent their polities
from reaching this level, or to reduce polarization to lesser levels once it does.

The bulk of the article then turns to an analytical framework of potential opposition
strategies to address processes of polarization and respond to polarizing incumbents in
ways that may enhance democratic resilience and potential for democratization. We
discuss heuristic examples from across the world selected with a view to illustrate
these strategies and our theoretical propositions, rather than offer a systematic com-
parative case analysis, which is beyond the scope of this article.6

The endogenous nature of polarization and negative consequences for
democracy

As we have elaborated elsewhere, unlike many contemporary analyses that treat polar-
ization as a given in a society or caused by exogenous factors such as economic or
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demographic structural change, our political and relational explanation argues that,
given the opportunities created by these exogenous and facilitating factors and preex-
isting cleavages in a society, polarization episodes are initiated by political entrepre-
neurs who choose polarizing strategies to further their political aims.7 Many of
these aims may a priori be authoritarian, and polarizing politics may be employed
as a deliberately chosen instrument to change power balances and make room for auto-
cratization; however, we do not assume that every political actor who uses polarizing
tactics is a would-be authoritarian. Rather we maintain that increasing polarization
incentivizes autocratization regardless of initial actor aims.

We conceptualize polarization as both a process of simplifying politics, and a con-
dition in which an equilibrium of severe political polarization is eventually reached
where neither side has the incentive to move to a depolarizing strategy, short of
exogenous shocks or the rise of new actors and innovative political realignments.
The very game of polarization transforms the actors through two main mechanisms.
First, it increasingly induces both citizens and political actors to see politics as a bat-
tlefield between rival blocs, each posing an existential threat to the other, which renders
them willing to endorse and undertake extraordinary, usually democracy-eroding or
autocracy-endorsing, political acts. Second, polarization by its very nature advantages
the most extreme or radical voices within each camp – extreme in their willingness to
antagonize rivals and ignore democratic decorum – over potential bridge-builders or
de-polarizing centrists. Hence, severe polarization changes actor incentives and even
fosters internal transformations within both the incumbent and opposition groups
in an authoritarian direction. Often unintentionally, “democratic” oppositions also
contribute to pernicious polarization through their own actions and reactions.

Considering this, and due to the fact that polarizing politics is a major item in the
toolkit of intentionally autocratizing actors, democratic oppositions necessarily must
develop strategies in response to polarization, and their other anti-authoritarian
polices need to be rethought with respect to their impact on polarization. Precisely
because we provide an endogenous explanation of polarization, agency comes into
play and the strategies chosen by political and social actors to initiate or respond to
polarizing politics will determine its outcomes.

Empirical relationship between polarization and democratic quality

A lack of cross-national quantitative measures of polarization has made it difficult to
empirically test the different theoretical positions regarding how polarization affects
democratic quality. New data from the Varieties of Democracy project is a major
improvement as it allows for a robust examination across polities.8 Similar to our con-
ceptualization of pernicious polarization, this new measure, termed “political polariz-
ation”, asks “Is society polarized into antagonistic, political camps?”9 Crucially, it
captures “the extent to which political differences affect social relationships beyond
political discussions”, thereby encapsulating affective polarization that can turn perni-
cious.10 While theoretical contributions focusing on the political aspects of issue or
party polarization are divided over the constructive – e.g. by inducing party system
institutionalization – and destructive – e.g. by undermining compromise – roles of
polarization in democracies, studies of affective polarization emphasize the latter.11

Accordingly, we argue that polarization is more likely to turn pernicious when it
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permeates society, creating mutually distrustful societal camps who increasingly view
one another through a Manichaean lens.12

To examine this relationship, we perform a series of relatively straightforward ana-
lyses of three interrelated hypotheses:

H1: Increased polarization decreases the quality of liberal democracy in a state.

H2: An increased rate of polarization disproportionately decreases the quality of liberal democ-
racy in a state.

H3: The level of polarization disproportionately decreases the quality of liberal democracy in a
state.

While the goal of H1 is straightforward, H2 and H3 aim to unpack how and when polar-
ization undermines democracy – whether the rate of change or the level of polarization
matters more. A spike of polarization, tested by H2, can often happen around election
years, and is more likely to include cases of temporary polarization with neutral or
potentially positive effects on democracy. Even if the rate of change is quite large,
this type of polarization may be short lived or otherwise not spill into social relations.
Yet, as the level of polarization rises, however gradually, it is more likely to affect social
relations. Hence, we can expect it to damage democratic quality to a greater degree.

To test these hypotheses, we perform a series of linear regression analyses, with
fixed effects on both the year and the country, on the period from 1900 to 2019.13

We also lag the polarization measure at 1, 2, and 5 year intervals to examine the
delayed effect of polarization on democratic quality – the effects of polarization may
be delayed or otherwise manifest primarily around election years. At the expense of
efficiency, the fixed effects approach is theoretically most appropriate as we are primar-
ily concerned with the “within” estimator for each country – the effect of polarization
on democratic quality. Moreover, in pursuit of the most parsimonious model, it allows
us to eschew an unwieldy number of country-specific factors such as level of develop-
ment, that cause systematic heteroskedasticity by relegating their influence to the
country-specific error term.14 Also including fixed effects terms for each year, we
can more easily account for global trends to and away from democracy, i.e. democratic
waves, without including imprecise, time-specific measures such as the global mean
value of liberal democracy.15

We assume that the effect of polarization is consistent across groups and across
time. To make this assumption, we exclude those country-year observations that are
categorized as “closed autocracies” in the Regimes of the World typology, as politics
under a closed dictatorship operate under a different set of rules and incentives.16

Also excluded from analysis are those states with less than 30 observation years.17

Democratic quality is measured with the V-Dem measure for liberal democracy,
where 1 denotes the most liberal democracy and 0 the least. Polarization is standar-
dized to a 0–1 scale from its original 0–4 scale, such that higher values on this scale
denote higher levels of polarization.

Table 1 presents the results of the tests for H1. The observed effect of polarization on
liberal democracy is negative and statistically significant for each of the periods exam-
ined.18 The effect appears to diminish in influence the further from the analysis year,
but it remains substantial nonetheless.

To test H2, we subset the data to identify periods of what we term rapid polarization,
based on rate of change: periods where polarization increased by at least 10% (0.1 units
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on the polarization scale) in 5 or less years, where there were two or more years of
increased polarization, and where there were no declines in polarization greater
than 0.01 units.19 We then compared the effect of polarization on democratic
quality during periods of rapid polarization and all other cases. The effect on demo-
cratic quality remained negative and statistically significant for both groups, but the
difference between the two was not statistically significant. Thus, we cannot conclude
that periods of rapid polarization are any more damaging to democratic quality than
other periods of increased polarization.20

Lastly, we examined the effect of polarization on democratic quality at different
levels of polarization in H3. We argue that periods of sustained severe polarization
exert a distinct and more negative effect on democratic quality over other periods of
polarization. We subset the data using different thresholds of polarization. These are
labelled Elevated, Heightened, and Severe. Elevated uses the mean value of 0.456,
Heightened uses the top quartile of 0.566, and Severe uses the top 5% of all cases –
0.722. This threshold for Severe polarization allows us to examine the most extreme
cases of polarization, and roughly corresponds to a response of 4, “Supporters of
opposing political camps generally interact in a hostile manner”, in the original V-
Dem scale. Each category is coded such that polarization is sustained over a period
of at least five years with no declines greater than 0.01.21

The results of each model indicate a negative, statistically significant, relationship
of polarization on democratic quality; the full regression tables for each model are
located in Appendix B. Table 2 presents the difference coefficients between the
models for each elevated, heightened, and severe polarization.22 For periods of
both elevated and heightened polarization, there is no observable difference
between the effect of polarization within these periods, and all other cases. In line
with our expectations, the effect of polarization on democratic quality is shown to
be more damaging under periods of severe polarization, for the analysis year and
single year lag, than all other periods. In none of these periods is there a statistically
significant difference between polarizing periods lagged 2 or 5 years on democratic
quality, so these results are excluded for ease of presentation. These results provide
suggestive evidence that the periods of sustained severe polarization, our primary

Table 1. Effect of Political Polarization on Liberal Democracy: 1900–2019.

Analysis Year One Year Lag Two Year Lag Five Year Lag

Political Polarization −0.420**
(0.061)

Political Polarization −0.415**
(0.062)

Political Polarization −0.391**
(0.062)

Political Polarization −0.305**
(0.057)

Constant 0.333** 0.334** 0.347** 0.291**
(0.044) (0.044) (0.047) (0.047)

N 6,192 6,161 6,120 5,973
Number of States 119 119 119 119
Number of Years 119 118 117 114
Adjusted R2 0.573 0.572 0.565 0.539

Note: Coefficient estimates are linear regression estimates with state and year fixed effects. Outcome variable is
V-Dem liberal democracy score. “Lag” refers to temporal lags of political polarization measure. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.
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focus, pose a distinct threat to democratic quality in democracies and electoral auto-
cracies above the baseline threat of polarization.

Opposition dilemmas and challenge

Our endogenous explanation of polarization posits that agency is critical to the devel-
opment of polarization, and the long-term ideological-programmatic goals as well as
the strategies chosen by political and social actors to initiate or respond to polarizing
politics will determine its outcomes. In this article, we do not offer an explanation of
how and why oppositions choose one strategy over another. Instead, we offer a frame-
work with two broad opposition goals and four different strategies that oppositions
may adopt to respond to polarizing incumbents23 with democracy-eroding behaviours.
We theorize about the potential consequences of each for polarization and, in turn,
democratic quality. We argue that some anti-authoritarian policies, even though ethi-
cally acceptable and feasible in early stages, will not be recommendable at later stages
precisely because we expect them to reinforce polarization and thus backfire, or
because they have already been disarmed by severe polarization. Polarization is thus
always an intervening variable and strategies to reciprocate, avoid, reduce or transform
it are choices for actors with consequences for both polarization and democracy.

We also argue that the timing of each strategy and the practical instruments with
which it is implemented affect the outcomes. Democratic oppositions aiming to
prevent or reverse autocratization have two basic sets of instruments to hold accoun-
table a democracy-eroding incumbent: legal-institutional forms of vertical, horizontal
and diagonal accountability, and extra- or unconstitutional mechanisms.24 The sever-
ity of the polarization and the length of time it has been sustained at high levels will
shape the opportunity structures of opposition groups and the effectiveness of their
choice of instruments and strategies. At early stages, before polarization has progressed
significantly, oppositions often retain significant institutional leverage in the form of
horizontal accountability mechanisms – judiciaries, legislatures, bureaucracies, as
well as vertical and societal mobilizational capacity from organized political and
civil societies.25 They are likely to have a large toolkit to choose from to prevent polar-
ization from deepening.

Table 2: Difference Coefficients between Periods of Elevated, Heightened, and Severe Polarization, and All Other
Cases: 1900–2019.

Elevated Polarization Heightened Polarization Severe Polarization

Analysis
Year

One Year
Lag

Analysis
Year

One Year
Lag

Analysis
Year

One Year
Lag

Difference Coefficient −0.167 −0.032 −0.640*
(0.122) (0.153) (0.284)

Difference Coefficient −0.165 0.009 −0.654*
(0.119) (0.154) (0.326)

Constant 0.307** 0.303** 0.314** 0.314** 0.324** 0.326**
(0.048) (0.048) (0.046) (0.046) (0.047) (0.046)

N 6,192 6,161 6,192 6,161 6,192 6,161
Number of States 119 119 119 119 119 119
Number of Years 119 118 119 118 119 118
Adjusted R2 0.576 0.576 0.577 0.577 0.575 0.573

Note: Coefficient estimates are the result of interaction term between political polarization and period
indicators. Outcome variable is V-Dem liberal democracy score. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
**p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.
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At later stages of polarization, however, the toolkit is smaller as the institutions
themselves become politicized and organizational capacity reduced. In contexts of
severe, sustained polarization, incumbents are motivated to ignore horizontal-insti-
tutional accountability mechanisms seen as disloyal to them, discrediting them as pol-
itically biased, elitist or antagonistic in the eyes of their constituencies. Alternatively, if
incumbents have managed to gain influence over accountability mechanisms by popu-
lating them with loyalists, oppositions will not accept them as legitimate. Simulta-
neoıusly, the vertical and “diagonal”26 accountability mechanisms become divided
and weakened based on partisanship. For example, pro-incumbent media and
popular contentious movements are mobilized against critical media and anti-incum-
bent popular protests with an Us vs. Them logic.27 Anti-incumbent electoral coalitions
can divide over whether to participate in unfair elections controlled by pro-incumbent
election authorities.28 In other words, no matter whether the opposition is motivated
by principle or self-interest, polarization undermines its ability to constrain the incum-
bent’s actions by appealing to the normal democratic accountability mechanisms.

Choices of polarization strategies and tools

The crucial decision pro-democratic oppositions need to make is not merely to choose
between engaging in or avoiding polarizing politics – the former risks deepening the
downward spiral and the latter risks demotivating or fragmenting opposition suppor-
ters and legitimizing incumbent actions.29 Instead, oppositions should consider
various long-term ideological and programmatic goals, repolarizing and depolarizing
strategies, and the instruments with which to implement them.

Table 3 presents the basic choices of programmatic goals and strategies for political
oppositions along with the predicted outcomes for polarization and democracy. We
discuss each and give illustrative case examples below.

Table 3. Opposition Goals, Strategies, and Outcomes.

Goals
Counter-polarization

Strategies
Expected Polarization

Outcomes Expected Democratic Outcomes

PRESERVATIVE
(restore status
quo ante)

REACTIVE

Reciprocal Polarization
(using same axis of
polarization)

Deepening Pernicious
polarization

Government dysfunction or
paralysis or Creeping
authoritarianism under
Incumbent or Democratic
collapse, return of old elites

Passive depolarization
(fails to confront or
change axis of
polarization)

Suspended elite
polarization

Creeping authoritarianism under
Incumbent Or Weakened
democratization

GENERATIVE
(a new social
contract)

PROACTIVE

Transformative
repolarization (changes
axis of polarization)

Pro-democratic axis of
polarization.

Reduced polarization if
and when successful
inclusive reforms are in
place.

Slows or reverses autocratization

Active depolarization
(establish cross-cutting
ties)

Polarization contained Slows or reverses autocratization
especially at local levels
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We start by assuming that oppositions to polarizing and autocratizing incumbents
seek to gain power, but that they do so with different goals about using that power. The
first are those groups who wish to restore the status quo ante, to return to the prior set
of political arrangements and rules and to reincorporate political (and social) actors
who were excluded by the polarizing incumbent. We call this a preservative goal.
The second goal characterizes those groups who wish to create a new social contract,
or bring some fundamental change to the polity, economy or social relationships. We
call this a generative goal. The actors pursuing a preservative goal can be expected to
choose one of two reactive counter-polarization strategies, while those pursuing a gen-
erative goal can be expected to choose one of two proactive counter-polarization
strategies.

Reactive counter-polarization strategies

Reactive counter-polarization strategies are aimed at restoring the status quo ante –
either returning displaced elites to power in a backlash to a new group achieving elec-
toral gains, or mobilizing the society against an unscrupulous incumbent. Comparative
case examples indicate two versions: reciprocal polarization and passive
depolarization.

Reciprocal polarization
A reciprocal polarization strategy engages in the same divisive discourse and tactics as
the incumbent, contributing to an action-reaction cycle that ends up reinforcing the
cleavages already politicized by the incumbent and deepening the affective partisan
polarization characterized among the partisan camps. At earlier stages of polariz-
ation-cum-autocratization, when legal-constitutional mechanisms of accountability
still retain their independence and before societies polarize in their very perceptions
of such institutions, courts or oversight agencies including the media may serve to
contain abuses by a polarizing executive and prevent pernicious polarization. For
example, the constitutional impeachment of Indonesian president Abdurrahman
Wahid in 2001 for corruption prevented more contentious politics erupting in the
wake of his unilateral decision-making and failure to respect power-sharing
agreements.30

In contrast, at later stages with sustained, severe levels of polarization, public per-
ceptions of those same legal-constitutional accountability institutions become polar-
ized – opposition groups view them as necessary mechanisms of oversight and
accountability, while pro-incumbent supporters view them as sinister political
attacks on the incumbent. For example, the Turkish opposition tried to block the gov-
erning AKP party’s rise, among other strategies, through social mobilization in the
form of massive anti-Islamist protests in 2007, and legal-constitutional tools such as
media and judicial investigations into allegations of illegal party finances involving reli-
gious charities and a Constitutional Court case to de-register the party for its anti-secu-
larism in 2008.31 Since the main axis of these opposition mobilizations was the defense
of secularism against the party’s “religious retrogression” (irtica), they ended up “pro-
jecting their disdain for [the party] onto [its] supporters as well”.32 Hence, pro-incum-
bent pious Turks who felt disdained closed ranks behind the AKP. Further, as could be
expected from the high level of political polarization – which rose from 3,09 in 2002
when the party came to power to 3.17 in 2005 and 3.68 (out of 4) in 2008, the court
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cases were seen as legal-institutional accountability at work by opposition supporters
and as malicious political attacks by incumbent supporters.

In a polarized context, parties are often tempted to engage in an ultimately self-
defeating tit-for-tat strategy out of indignation or pressured by their angered bases.
The battle over the procedures for life-time judicial appointments in the U.S. Senate
between 2013–17 is an example of both sides engaging in a tit-for-tat strategy that ulti-
mately terminated the filibuster and cloture norm providing for bipartisanship in the
appointment process. The result was the majority party could now make Supreme
Court and federal judgeship appointments by a simple majority vote, excluding the
minority party and raising the perception of an increasingly politicized and ideological
judiciary. Thus, not only was the perceived impartiality of an important accountability
institution reduced, but elections became an even higher-stakes affair to elect the party
that would control future judicial nominations.

A second set of practical instruments includes the use of extra-constitutional mech-
anisms to oust or obstruct an autocratizing polarizer, including illegitimate impeach-
ment procedures, violent mass protests, general strikes, military coups, and appeals to
foreign interventions such as sanctions or military invasions. The Venezuelan opposi-
tion repeatedly resorted to such tools attempting to remove a polarizing incumbent
without success. A coup attempt, a general strike, a military sit-in, massive protests,
and a legislative election boycott, along with the legal instrument of a recall referen-
dum, all failed to unseat President Hugo Chavez early in his tenure.33 Instead, these
elite failures fragmented the opposition and demoralized its supporters, while
strengthening the incumbent’s hold on power.

More advanced stages of democratic erosion or autocratization present special
dilemmas for oppositions. In this context, an autocratizing incumbent may have
been able to politicize accountability institutions by placing their own loyalists in
key institutions, from electoral to judicial to security agencies. The polarized percep-
tions of these institutions are thus the reverse of the context of still-independent
institutions; now, autocratizing incumbents use loyal institutions to burnish their
pseudo-democratic credentials in the eyes of their supporters and the world, while
oppositions distrust such institutions and must be creative in devising their
anti-authoritarian strategies.

Passive depolarization
A passive depolarizing strategy refrains from participation in polarization, without
questioning or trying to shift the axis of existing polarization. It seeks to defuse the
conflict and mitigate abusive behaviour from within the system. It may be a normative
choice to oppose polarization as many people realize the dangers of severe polarization
for democracy and coexistence. Alternatively, it may be a strategy out of weakness, to
improve political prospects. This strategy appeals to the centre based on existing axes
of politics, or seeks a modus vivendi with rivals without trying to transform politics in
ways addressing long-term polarizing issues. In the inter-war era, for example, many
European democracies fell to authoritarianism among other reasons because indecisive
centrist parties failed to counter fascist rivals who exploited left-right polarization and
fear of communism.

Two variants of elite depolarization through cooperative agreements carry their
own risks. First, elite depolarization can be achieved when opposition forces join in
power-sharing agreements with autocratic incumbents, whether for personal gain or
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with the aim of changing the system “from within”. Such strategies are unlikely to
depolarize either society or politics in the long run, however, if the junior partner
feels marginalized, democratizing agreements are not implemented or their supporters
feel sold out. Instead, such a successful cooptation strategy may simply strengthen the
hegemonic leader, as happened for example multiple times in Kenya and Zimbabwe.34

A second variant of passive avoidance depolarization is a pacted transition to
democracy that produces an apparent elite consensus without addressing the under-
lying grievances fuelling the polarization. Such elite consensus-seeking efforts accom-
panying democratic transition may actually mask persistent underlying societal
polarization that will later reemerge to threaten democratic resilience. For example,
the 1989 transition in Chile brought the centre-left coalition Concertacion to power
for two decades with an agreement to continue the Pinochet-era market approach
to economic policy and to postpone transitional justice for human rights abuses com-
mitted by General Pinochet’s regime. Polarization dropped immediately and contin-
ued low until 2006, when student protests began against the privatization of
education and continued over the next decade. Polarization spiked in 2018–19 and
widespread protests erupted over the persistent inequality, privatization of health
and education, and Pinochet-era constitution still in place.35

A more recent example of elite consensus papering over underlying divisions is
Tunisia since the popular upheaval – “the revolution” – for democracy and social
justice ended a decades-long dictatorship in 2011. There, political parties with fiery
rhetoric and deeply polarized over the Islamism-secularism fault line and questions
of transitional justice have remarkably managed to avoid backsliding by compromising
on a series of national unity coalition governments of Islamist and secularist parties.36

This enabled the country to transition to parliamentary democracy with a new demo-
cratic constitution, which has so far proved itself stable. However, these passively
depolarizing compromises postponed resolving the polarizing socioeconomic troubles
and ideological divisions, instead of achieving broad-based and elite consensus on
inclusive solutions. This has led to public disillusionment with democracy and the
absence of any “effective opposition” and real programmatic differences across
parties,37 raising concerns over the long-term stability of Tunisian democracy.

Impact on polarization and democratic outcomes
Reactive strategies, even to prevent democratic erosion, risk deepening polarization
and moving to a pernicious equilibrium. Reciprocal counter-polarization in particular
can backfire: it may mobilize the opposition’s supporters but also cause the incum-
bent’s supporters to close ranks to defend “Ours against Theirs”. Denigration and
demonization of the incumbent and their supporters also inhibits the ability of a
democratic opposition to attract allies from among disaffected incumbent supporters
if needed to protest growing violations of democratic norms. This Manichean dis-
course strengthens tribalism and affective polarization and the simplification of politics
makes the two camps more rigid, with less communication and even less fluid move-
ment between them. The resulting perceptions of a zero-sum game lock both sides into
a downward spiral of pernicious polarization.

At a minimum, pernicious polarization generates government paralysis and dys-
function. Further, to the extent that oppositions employ extra-institutional mechan-
isms to attempt the immediate removal of the incumbent before the end of the
term, the opposition risks delegitimating itself and providing the incumbent a rationale
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to use repressive measures against it.38 Alternatively, successful extra-constitutional
ousters of polarizing elected leaders may lead to outright democratic collapse, as hap-
pened when the military intervened to remove polarizing incumbents in Thailand in
2014 or Egypt in 2013, which may serve to depolarize society in the short-term, but
at the cost of killing democracy.

The risk of passive depolarizing politics is that it may fail to mobilize the opposi-
tion’s own base enough to defeat the incumbent in elections, and it may be seen as
too soft and legitimizing the incumbent’s divisive and antidemocratic behaviour.
Elite depolarizations through power-sharing agreements or concessions that fail to
deliver political gains, risk fragmenting the opposition through internal rivalries,
demoralization, or apathy. Withdrawal from engagement, including election boycotts,
is also likely to strengthen an autocratizing incumbent.

Proactive counter-polarization strategies

wProactive counter-polarization strategies seek to change the axis of polarization.
The polarizing variety seeks to change the axis of polarization away from the Man-
ichean line emphasized by the polarizing incumbent and towards one that is more
flexible and programmatic, such as those based on democratic or social justice prin-
ciples. In this sense, it repolarizes with the goal of generating fundamental change,
re-simplifying politics based on a stark choice between the proponents and
opponents of such change, for example a renewed social contract that addresses
underlying grievances that gave rise to severe polarization in the first place. The
depolarizing variety seeks to dismantle the reinforcing cleavages resulting from
the simplified politics of Us vs. Them polarization, and actively seeks through
social and political action to construct cross-cutting ties more amenable to pluralist
democracy. We call these two strategies transformative repolarization and active
depolarization.

Once again, a proactive strategy can only succeed if supported by appropriate prac-
tices. Choice of practical instruments for proactive counter-polarization strategies
include the previously discussed legal-constitutional and extra-constitutional insti-
tutional and mobilization mechanisms. Their effectiveness and impact also vary by
the severity of polarization and democratic erosion. What differentiates successful
proactive counter-polarization strategies, however, is their degree of innovation. Inno-
vation in communication tools, campaign strategies and alliances with social move-
ments and civic organization, recruitment methods, use of emotion and symbols,
and narratives are key to proactive counter-polarization strategies.

A major challenge for innovation, for example, is to learn how to utilize the power
of protest movements to improve electoral prospects rather than antagonize incum-
bent supporters and deepen polarization. Between 2012 and 2017, for instance, the
Russian opposition is argued to have learned how to transform “reactive electoral
mobilizations” (protesting the corruption of elections) to “proactive” ones, as a
source of candidate recruitment and synergy to win elections.39 Less successful
counter-polarization strategies rely on older mechanisms such as patronage politics
to regain power, continuity in leadership rather than generational change, separation
of political society and mobilization from civil society and social mobilization, and an
inability to create a narrative and a vision for a hopeful future.40
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Transformative repolarization
For the more advanced stages of polarization and autocratization, the political chal-
lenge that democratic oppositions face may be to find the organizational and discursive
ways to rebundle and redefine cleavages and politics along a new axis of polarization
based on a pro-democratic programme. That is, democratic oppositions may some-
times have to respond through polarizing politics of their own, but they need to
find a different axis of polarization based on a programme that can have democratizing
consequences. In this way, oppositions can “de-fang” the power of the Us vs Them
wedge magnified by the incumbent, reestablish the balance of power with would-be
autocrats on a new axis, and mobilize a winning majority of the electorate on a demo-
cratizing agenda. They create a binary choice about democracy or justice by denoun-
cing on principle, but not necessarily vilifying and excluding the “Other”.

South Korea provides one example of, at least initially, successful transformative
polarizing politics. The period between 2014 and 2016 was a major period of political
polarization and civic mobilization, when South Korea’s political polarization score
jumped by 19% and 14% in 2016 alone. Yet, the same period was one of “near
miss” for the country’s consolidated liberal democracy, when democratic backsliding
was stopped and gave way to democratic recovery through peacefuıl change of
government.41

The opposition’s initial response to a period of democratic backsliding under the
conservative government from 2008–2016 was a reactive counter-polarization strategy,
including a boycott of the parliament’s opening and anti-government rallies in 2008,
and labour strikes in 2010–11. Over time, however, the opposition moved to proactive
counter-polarization strategies, which broadened the backlash against creeping
authoritarianism. President Park’s impeachment in 2016 in the wake of the
Choi-gate corruption scandal was the product of an alliance between opposition
parties and softliners within her own party. It was also a result of pressure from
daily “candlelight” peaceful social protests remarkable for the diversity of their partici-
pants and “the ingenuity expressed in protest methods”, supported by civil society and
media.42 The innovative methods and messaging about the need for executive account-
ability reflected a proactive strategy of transformative repolarization around a
pro-democratic policy. Soon thereafter, Democratic Party leader Moo Jae-in won
the presidency with a reformist-democratizing agenda, which led to changes that
recovered the country’s liberal democracy score to 0.80.

Active depolarizing strategies
Active depolarizing strategies attempt to mobilize a winning majority by redefining
politics alongside new plural axes of polarization that devitalize the cleavages politi-
cized by the incumbent and, in this way, depolarize politics. It consciously defuses
the divisions, emphasizes cross-cutting ties, and seeks to unify the electorate with
new political frames, campaign methods, actors and organizations. Successful
examples include the 2019 opposition victories of crucial Istanbul and Budapest
mayorships in Turkey and Hungary.

As we discussed above, until recently, the Turkish opposition forces tried to curb
the incumbent Justice and Development Party (AKP)’s “populist-authoritarian” rise
and creeping authoritarianism with reciprocal polarizing responses on the same reli-
gious-secular axis that brought the AKP and Erdoğan to power in the first place.43

The opposition CHP’s campaigns in 2019 local elections represented a shift to
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active-depolarizing politics, and the first electoral victory for the opposition in more
than a decade, with the partial exception of June 2015 elections. It formed new electoral
alliances to overcome organizational and ideological fragmentation and focused on
redefining politics based on positive, service-oriented and non-ideological messages,
low-profile campaign techniques such as door-to-door voter visits, and a simplification
of voter choices with binaries such as hope-fear, love-hate, and democracy-
authoritarianism.44

Perhaps the most notable innovation was the CHP campaign manual called “The
Book of Radical Love”. The strategy was focused on defusing polarization through
new and cross-cutting axes of politics, and responding to the politics of hate and
resentment with “love”.45 Furthermore, the book’s author argued: “The real divide
in Turkey is not between secularism and Islam or between Turks and Kurds, but
between rich and poor. If you want people to break out of their echo chambers,
focus on poverty”.46 Hence, this opposition strategy also displayed precursors of an
emerging “transformative” strategy aiming to redefine politics based on an axis of
social class and economic development. Arguably, the strategy may not have worked
in Istanbul elections without the support of a strong grassroots organization built
up in recent years that successfully mobilized and communicated with voters and
defended ballot boxes, despite Erdoğan’s attempts to reverse the election results.47

Finally, the Turkish opposition parties have struggled to achieve unity around a
“democracy-authoritarianism cleavage” and to coordinate their candidate selections.48

In Hungary, a similar movement towards active depolarization strategies in the
2019 mayoral elections in Hungary may suggest a pattern of local level success and
a learning process at work. A highly fractious opposition ranging from the far right
Jobbik to the progressive youth movement of Liberal Momentum and the traditional
Socialist Party finally agreed to present unified mayoral slates based on primary elec-
tions for the 2019 mayoral elections. The Budapest candidate ran and won on a plat-
form of representing the people against the seat of power, a pro-Europe and green
agenda, and a willingness to work in a partnership with the national government.49

Impact on polarization dynamics and democratic outcomes

The transformative repolarizing strategy is perhaps the most difficult to carry out. Yet
we expect that this strategy holds particular promise for reversing severe polarization
that has facilitated serious autocratization, as long as it creates a binary choice over
democracy or justice, without demonizing the “Other”. Otherwise the logic of polar-
ization will kick in again, including perceptions of the “Other” as an existential
threat and enemy to be eliminated, tempting both sides to violate democratic norms
to gain or retain power.

Here, mobilization around programmatic ideas rather than identities is key. Mobi-
lizing against the incumbent by vilifying the incumbent and their supporters based on
their values, attitudes and identities may make people feel excluded based on socioe-
conomic or cultural background; in contrast, providing a binary choice based on prin-
ciples and policies, such as democracy vs authoritarianism, hope vs fear, justice vs
impunity can open the tent to disaffected incumbent supporters while energizing
opposition supporters around a positive vision of the future.

The risks of such a strategy include voters’ fear that repolarization around a trans-
formative agenda will be too radical to be a winning electoral strategy and instead allow
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an autocratizing incumbent to remain in place. For example, in the 2020 Democratic
primary in the United States, a frequently repeated rationale for voters to eventually
coalesce around the “safe”, centrist and depolarizing campaign of Joe Biden over the
more transformative Warren and Sanders campaigns was that the Biden approach pre-
sented the best prospect to defeat Donald Trump, even if it did not promise to address
the underlying racial and income inequalities, or political and economic structural fea-
tures that helped to give rise the polarizing presidency of Trump in the first place. A
related risk is that if a transformative repolarizing strategy proves successful, the
winning coalition could be tempted to resort to the “revanchist” and Manichean divi-
sive discourse of pernicious polarization, or that supporters of the losing incumbent
feel excluded and become alienated or engage in obstructionist politics.50

We posit, however, that innovative tools and practices can overcome these risks.
Rather than conceding a nationalist message to populist polarizers, for example, trans-
formative repolarizers could elaborate a civic nationalism to counter ethnonationalist
narratives.51 Refusing to vilify supporters of the polarizing incumbent, and countering
the narrative rather than responding to personal insults or amplifying specific lies and
disinformation can also help to defuse the Us vs. Them binary fuelled by deliberate
provocation and disinformation.52 Creating new alliances between social movement
and civic resistance, and political parties and campaigns can reinforce a transformative
campaign by providing a visionary platform of real change. The 2019 presidential
victory of a little-known female politician over right-wing populist rivals in Slovakia
exemplifies the successful use of such strategies: Caputova built on a powerful civic
resistance movement enraged at a corruption-inspired murder of a journalist to
marry her anti-corruption message with messages of inclusion and a refusal to
engage in the reciprocating discourse of denigration and disinformation from her
populist rivals.53

The risk of active depolarizing politics is similar to the risks of passive depolariz-
ation: it may fail to energize and excite the opposition’s own base sufficiently to
defeat the incumbent, and it may be seen as too soft and legitimizing the incumbent’s
divisive and antidemocratic behaviour. Such a failure will strengthen the polarizing
incumbent’s hand and demoralize the opposition, leaving the polarization dynamic
with one “pole” and likely resulting in further autocratization.

If active depolarization is successful in the early stages of polarization, it may
contain polarization at tolerable levels and even return a country to the cross-
cutting ties of a pluralism. But if leaders do not address underlying grievances and clea-
vages, divisions are likely to resurge at some point in the future.

At later stages of polarization and autocratization, successful active depolarization is
likely to occur first at the local or legislative level. Democratic outcomes then depend
on the subsequent steps by both opposition and incumbent. An opposition can over-
reach, such as happened with the Venezuelan successful unity campaign in the 2015
National Assembly elections in which they won a super-majority. The Assembly lea-
dership immediately reverted to the Manichean discourse of reciprocal polarization,
taking down the portraits of Hugo Chavez and thus symbolically excluding his suppor-
ters, and promising to remove President Nicolas Maduro from office through a recall
referendum or other means within six months. Maduro reacted by suppressing the
Assembly’s authority through Supreme Court rulings, eventually usurping its authority
almost completely as well as suppressing the legal-institutional mechanism of a recall
referendum, moving the country to authoritarianism. Alternatively, the incumbent
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may recognize the victory of the opposition as happened in the 2019 Istanbul and
Budapest mayoral opposition upsets, but then prevent them from carrying out their
innovative strategies, blocking the democratizing moment.54

Conclusions

Our prior work theorized how deepening Us vs. Them polarization produces incen-
tives for democratic erosion among both incumbent and opposition political groups
as they react to growing perceptions of a zero-sum game, existential threat from the
opposing camp, and politics as a state of exception requiring extraordinary, democ-
racy-erodingactions. In this article, we present exploratory empirical analysis using
new V-Dem data that supports our general proposition that polarization is associated
with deterioration in democratic quality, including democratic elements of electoral
authoritarian regimes, and that sustained severe levels of polarization have the most
deleterious effects. Because we view polarization as an endogenous factor, we argue
that agency and learning matter, and the wilful strategic decisions and actions by
both incumbents and oppositions will together shape the unfolding of the polarization
process and its effect on a democracy. Particularly because polarizing politics is a
common strategy of intentionally autocratizing actors, we argue that democratic resi-
lience must include capacities, including learning from other cases in the world, to
prevent or reverse pernicious polarization. We therefore analyse polarization as an
intervening variable or condition between opposition anti-authoritarian strategies
and democratic outcomes.

Our focus on opposition strategies sets out a theoretical framework linking the
choice of preservative vs. generative ideological-programmatic goals and reactive vs.
proactive counter-polarization strategies with their expected impact on polarization
dynamics and democratic outcomes. Drawing on our deductive framework and heur-
istic-empirical examples, we posit that reactive counter-polarization strategies, often
associated with preservative ideological-programmatic goals to restore the status quo
ante, are most likely to deepen and entrench pernicious polarization, and in turn, to
damage democratic quality. If it is successful at removing the incumbent but using
extra-constitutional means, it could actually kill democracy. Likewise, passively avoid-
ing polarization through withdrawal or through elite cooperative mechanisms could
depolarize the country at the elite level, but if that cooperation is done on an
unequal basis or fails to address underlying grievances, the outcome could actually
strengthen the autocratizing incumbent or simply suspend polarization until it res-
urges in the future.

In contrast, the proactive counter-polarization strategies tackle the dominant axis of
pernicious polarization head-on, seeking to create a new pro-democratic axis in a
transformative repolarizing strategy, or to defuse that dominant axis by (re)creating
cross-cutting ties in a plural polarization. We expect these strategies to more effectively
reduce pernicious polarization and reverse autocratization trends, particularly if the
opposition actors use innovation in their strategies and practices. Creating new elec-
toral coalitions and crafting messages that may either unify and actively depolarize,
or repolarize around a transformative pro-democracy agenda, can succeed in challen-
ging the incumbent party as long as elections retain some element of uncertain out-
comes. Examples such as the 2019 municipal elections in Istanbul and Budapest
suggest that even seemingly unassailable incumbents concede when faced with well-
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organized oppositions and decisive defeat. We thus view transformative repolarization
and active depolarization, contingent on contextual factors, as the most promising and
democratizing strategies for opposition forces.
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